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Our Mission

Our Vision
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“KNUCWENTWECW” (Can-ough-ken-twa)
 

This is a Secwepemc word that means “helping one
another”. Whether it is directed towards our guests, staff,

each other or the community; this one word greatly
embodies many of the ideals we exhibit in our daily

operations. 

To be Canada’s #1 Indigenous Resort, by proudly connecting
the world to the Shuswap experience through culture, play,

relaxation, and indulgence.



For our pristine Resort we chose the name “Quaaout”, which means 

“Where the sun's rays first touch the land”  

in the local Shuswap (Secwepemc) language. 

 

The golf course name “Talking Rock” was chosen to represent the

pictographs that our ancestors painted with influence from their

visions and dreams, and from observations made during their

Journeys. 

 

Quaaout Lodge has been open since 1992 and is proudly owned by

the Little Shuswap Lake Band. 

 

Please enjoy your stay at

Quaaout Lodge & Spa at Talking Rock Golf Resort. 

 

Please embrace the beauty and serenity that we have to offer. 

Waytk! - Welcome!

Chief Oliver Arnouse
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Waytk (way-tk) means “hello” or “welcome” in the Shuswap
(Secwepemc) language. (also spelled “Weykt”)

Quaaout (kwa-oot) refers to the very place where we are standing,
when the suns rays first touch the land.

Talking Rock refers to the pictographs or rock paintings that can be
found in the foyer and on the golf course. Pictographs are rock faces
with symbols painted on them, essentially “talking rocks”.

Sqwlax (skwai-lax) means “black bear”. You can find this symbol on
the main wooden doors to the Lobby of the Resort and on the golf
course.

Secwepemc (sec-weh-mec) is the name for the local Shuswap nation,
a nation who believes that we have always lived here. This nation
includes 17 bands, inhabiting the Plateau or Cordillera cultural area.
There is no other place on our Mother earth that we call home.

Kekuli (ke-coo-lee) The lobby is built in the style of our winter homes,
or “kekuli”, also called pit houses. They are built in a circular shape,
surrounding the fire pit area located centrally in the huts. The original
peoples of North America all have a special kinship with circles; this is
how we understand all of life, because everything in, on, above or
under our Mother Earth is in the circle. Our Creator made everything,
so everything is sacred to us. Everything belongs in the circle, nothing
is outside of it, and therefore it is all to be honored.

We have much to be thankful for. The Secwepemc nation welcomes
you to its traditional, Secwépemculecw territory.

Secwepemc Language Class
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Pictographs are symbols or hand drawings that were an ancient way

of communicating, before the written word. 

 

They have been found all over the world as a testimony to the ones

that have gone on before us.

 

They were used to record events, and could have been about any

number of subjects, such as family events, rites of passage, vision

quests, or marking hunting grounds.

 

In the Shuswap area, pictographs were drawn on rock faces.

Many of them were painted red symbolizing: life, virtue, and all good

things.

 

Red ochre was made by using the mineral ferrous oxide, commonly

known as iron, found in hematite stone. (Also known as bloodstone).

Ochre is a mixture of iron oxides and clay.

 

Ochre was added to bear grease; fish oil or tree pitch then became

paint.

 

The pictographs here in the foyer of Quaaout Lodge and on Talking

Rock Golf Course are replicas of actual ones found in               

 Shuswap Territory.

Pictographs
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Chief Owl

Human addressing
a snake

Young female
ceremonial vision

quest

Male representing 
status in tribe

Frog Family spirit guide,
the Eagle

Quaaout:
where the sun's rays
first touch the land

Human fishing
weir, possibly
drying of the

salmon



Eagle Hunting ground.
Each arrow would 

keep a record

Male representing
spiritual status in

the tribe

Sun rise &
pit house

Female &
children

Mule deer wtih it's tail
up, possibly indicating

mating season

Lizard &
bat

Loon &
stars

Coyote pack. 
Representing a vision

or possible
encounters.
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Nature Surrounding the Resort

The Quaaout Lodge sits on a delta between the Shuswap and  

the Little Shuswap Lakes. The forest is primarily cedar, lodge pole

pine, poplar and birch. Ground vegetation consists of  various ivies,

wild rose, sage brush, wild onions, Indian potatoes, and lupines. One

other plant that dots the road sides is known as skunk cabbage. This

strange looking stalk with a cabbage like base is edible when cooked,

but was only used as a last resort for food in earlier times. Various wild

berries dot the area including raspberries, which provide a refreshing

snack while out walking.

The Forest

The area surrounding the Quaaout Lodge is inhabited by a variety of

creatures including  bears, deer, big horn sheep, cougars,  moose,

coyotes, moles, marmots, porcupine, and the occasional skunk. High

above us, watch out for eagles, osprey, herons, loon, Canadian geese,

and our favorite mosquito eaters, Yuma bats. 

The Wildlife
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Being a prime fish habitat, the Little Thompson River, which runs

close to the Quaaout Lodge, is home to a variety of bird life. Two

species frequent the river, the bald eagle and the osprey. The yellow-

beaked bald eagle is much larger than the osprey, with a wing span

of almost 6 feet.  Eagles nest in high treetops with views of the river,

their nests are normally made with large branches. The smaller 

 osprey has a white chest and will normally nest on artificial

structures. such as hydro poles and towers. 

Nature Surrounding the Resort
Is that an Eagle or an Osprey?

Besides the usual variety of bugs you find out here with   

Mother Nature, we are regularly visited by the Stink Bug or 

 scientifically known as the Western Conifer Seed Bug. This  

bug is harmless and does not bite. However, it does secrete an odor

as a defense mechanism when it is in danger or if you kill  

it.  

Do not be alarmed by them, as this is Mother Nature’s way of letting

us know that all is well in her scheme of things. Should you see one in

the hotel call Front Desk for assistance. 

Western Conifer Seed Bug

Please treat nature's territory with respect.



• Maintain distance and remain calm

• Do not run from bear

• Raise arms over head

• Speak in a confident voice

• Always make lots of noise

• Carry bear bells

• Bears can climb trees

• Bears have a strong sense of smell, hearing, and sight

• Bears are strong and will aggressively defend their food

• Remember a mother bear will be protective of her cubs

 

Black bears frequent this area mostly in the late afternoon and 

 evening hours. Black bears are primarily herbivores, feasting on local

berries and treed fruit. Even though they are herbivores, their tame

appearance can be quite deceiving.  
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Black Bears

Be Bear Aware
This area is known as Skwlax, which means "black bear" in the local

Shuswap (Secwepemc) languge.

Things to remember if you
encounter a black bear
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Wildlife Encounters

• Maintain distance

• Remember a doe will be protective of her fawns

• Deer can be aggressive when threatened

Things to remember if you
encounter a deer

Things to remember if you
encounter a cougar

• DO NOT approach it

• Always provide an avenue of escape

• Stay calm and speak in a confident voice

• Pick up small children off the ground

• Do not turn your back on the cougar

• Try to enlarge your image

• Raise arms over head

• Wave sticks and branches around

• Hike in groups of 2 more more

• Keep pets on leash
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Guest Service Amenities

Talking Rock Pro Shop Visit our pro shop to find that fashionable
look for your game or just something to
add to enhance your time spent with us.

Little Bear Gift Shop Visit the gift shop located in the
conference area just past the Lounge.
Find a special Indigenous inspired
souvenir or a gift for family or a friend. 

Le7ke Day Spa The perfect place to relax and rejuvenate
with treatments for women & men alike. 

Jack Sam's Restaurant Jack Sam’s dining room is located on the
main floor, level 2.  
Open from 7:00 am to 9:00 pm daily. 
 (Hours may vary depending on season) 
Dinner service begins at 5:00 pm. 
Our Executive Chef offers a variety of
traditionally inspired cuisine as well as
non-traditional fare.  
Dial 405 for reservations. 
Our Lounge is open from 11:00 am to 10:00
pm daily. (Hours may vary depending on
season) 

Room Service    Menus for room service are located on
pages 19-29 of this directory. Dial 405 for
service.
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Fire Alarm Upon check-in, make yourself aware of the
nearest fire exits. Should the alarm sound,
please vacate the building immediately by
way of  the nearest exit. Following the
directions of the hotel staff.  PLEASE  DO
NOT USE THE ELEVATOR. 

Check-Out Time Check-out time is 11:00 am. Late check-out
may be available for a fee, advance
request required. 

Short term baggage storage is available
through our Front Desk. 

Emergency        For urgent hotel assistance, press “0” for
the Front Desk. 
For fire/ambulance/police dial 9—911

Air Conditioning & Heating Your room is equipped with individual
units and may be adjusted to 
your desired temperature. 

Wake-Up Service                   All guest rooms are equipped with alarm
clocks. The Front Desk will also be happy
to provide you with a wake-up call. Please
dial “0” 

Mail & Messages                      Please contact the Front Desk  for
assistance. 

Housekeeping                         For special requests required in your room
our staff is available to assist you. Please
dial “0”. 
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Ice, Soft Drinks, & Snacks      Ice machines are located on the 2nd and
3rd floors. Bottled soda and water are
available for purchase in the hotel lobby
next to the Front Desk. Snacks are
available for sale at the Front Desk.

Pool & Fitness Room              Located to the right of the elevator on
level 1. The Resort offers an indoor pool,
hot tub, and fitness room. Access by using
your room key. Pool  towels and fitness
room key are available at the Front Desk. 

Lost & Found                             Items discovered will be delivered to our
Housekeeping department. 
Logged and itemized and held for 30 days. 

Pet Friendly                              Our Resort has designated pet rooms, a
fee of $25.00 per pet /per night will be
added to your room rate. 



Talking Rock Golf Course
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Course open mid April to mid October

The Talking Rock Golf Course opened in August of 2007.  
The course meanders through a mature sandy forest with  

a scenic view at the 18th hole along the shore of the  
Little Shuswap Lake. A 16 acre driving range academy completes this

resort experience for golfers of all skill and ability.
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• 18 Holes
• 7129 Yards
• 4 Tee Sets
• Lesson Packages
• 16 Acre double ended driving range
• On course food & beverage
• Club Rentals
• On course washrooms & water
• Texting Concierge Service

Golf Course Amenities Include:

Dial 432 to inquire in the Pro Shop for 
rates and additional information to play the course. 
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Le7ke Spa

… Relax, Rejuvenate and Renew
Certified “Green Spa” 

Le7ke, pronounced La (pause) ka means "I am good" in the
Secwepmc (Shuswap) language. 

Located on the 1st floor of the Quaaout Lodge, just past the  pool.
Le7ke Spa offers a variety of treatments to pamper both men and
women including: 

• Swedish Relaxation Massage
• Hot Stone Massage
• Eminence Organic Facial
Treatments
• Body Wraps
• Hair Removal
• Infrared Sauna
• Vichy Shower
• Hydrotherapy Bath

Please visit
quaaoutlodge.com/spa to view

our full spa menu. 
 

Our Technicians are fully trained
and Certified Estheticians and

Massage Practitioners.  
 

We comply with the highest
standards of 

sanitation and disinfection and
are Beauty Safe Certified.

Dial 434 for more information and appointments.
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Spa Etiquette & FAQ's

Guest Timelines:
At Le7Ke Spa we ask that you arrive 10 minutes prior to your scheduled
appointment.
What to wear:
Feel free to come as you are or you may wear the robe provided for you in your
room. A swim suit is optional for our water treatments or if you’d like to wear one
in the sauna. We also provide disposable under garments at no charge.
Age requirement:
The minimum age requirement for access to the Spa is 18. Anyone under the age
of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian that can legally sign the
consent form.
Cell phone use in Spa:
We understand the importance of cell phones and we respect this .
Please place on silent mode as to not disturb your pampering service or other
services in progress.
Health Conditions:
You will be required to complete a confidential consultation form to advice us of
any health conditions, such as allergies, injuries, etc. so that we can provide you
with the safest and most relaxing service you deserve.
Advanced Bookings:
We highly recommend booking your treatment in advance to ensure that your
preferred time and service is available. Weekends tend to book up the fastest so
please plan ahead.
Loss or Damage:
It is recommended to keep personal items in your room, we cannot be held
responsible for any loss or damage of your valuables.
Cancellation Policy:
Please allow 24 hours notice of cancellation to avoid a 50% charge. A credit card
number is required at the time of booking.

Our Spa environment is one of tranquility and relaxation. Please respect all Spa
guests' right to privacy and serenity.



Little Bear Gift Shop

Located on the main floor of the Quaaout Lodge, between the lobby
and the conference center, the Little Bear Gift Shop offers a
selection of First Nations products including: 

• Pendleton Blankets
• Moccasins
• Pottery
• Teas
• Locally handmade birch bark baskets
• Clothing
• Jewelry
• Books
• Music
• Travel mugs 

18

Little Bear Gift Shop

Dial 441 for Little Bear Gift Shop.
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Room Service Menu
-Snacks-

Snacks can be purchased at our Front Desk
or

Dial 0 for Front Desk Service.

Snacks
Big Daddy Chocolate chunk cookies 100g           
Goldfish 45g                                                                   
Made Good Choc Chip Granola Bar 36g                
Corn Nuts Original 48g 
Koala Gummy Cups 165g 
KK Trail Mix 55g 
J Link Beef Strip 25g 

Chocolate Bars:
Dairy Milk 
Mr Big 
Junior Mints 
M&M Peanuts 
Nestle Aero 
Kit Kat 
Snickers 

Chips: 
Pringles Grab & Go in Original/BBQ/Salt &
Vinegar or Sour Cream & Onion 6

$3
$3
$3
$3
$4
$4
$4

$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

$3
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Toiletry Menu

Items can be purchased at our Front Desk
or

Dial 0 for Front Desk Service.

Q-tips travel 
Edge shave gel 74ml 
Always Panti Liners 20pk 
Tampax Tampons 3pk 
Lifestyle lubricated condoms 3 pks 
Crest Prohealth Mouth Wash 36ml 
Crest travel toothbrush/paste each 
GUM dental floss 20 yds 
Tums Rolls Regular 
EOS Lip balm vanilla Mint 7g 
Aveeno lotion travel 71ml 
Tide to Go Pens 10ml 
Small brush/comb set each 
Emery Board 
4 piece manicure set each 
Nail Clippers each 
Slanted Tweezers each 
Safety Pins pkg 50 
Scissors each  
Allegra Allergy Medication
Big Lighter 
Playing Cards each 
BIC Soleil Razors
OFF Skintastic 

$5
$4.95
$6.95
$5.95
$4.95
$3.95
$4.95
$4.95

$3
$7.95
$8.95
$9.95
$5.95
$3.95
$7.95
$4.95
$4.95
$5.95
$7.95
$10.95
$4.95
$6.95
$4.99
$13.99
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Enhance Your Stay

In Room Golfer's
Package Add-On

Enjoy an ice cold growler of craft beer
and a bag of snacks from only $40!

 
Dial "0" to contact our Front Desk

team and add on your Golfer's
Package today!

Traditional Secwepemc
Package Add-On

Enjoy a smoked salmon platter, organic
tea, and a small gift from only $35!

 
Dial "0" to contact our Front Desk team

and add on your Traditional Secwepemc
Package today!

Romance
Package Add-On

Enjoy chocolate covered strawberries,
sparkling wine, and local charcuterie

from only $85! 
 

Dial "0" to contact our Front Desk team
and add on your Romance Package

today!
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Cultural Activities

For more information, visit our Cultural Department, or dial 411 to speak with a cultural representative

Walk the Lands Tour
 

Your cultural interpretive guide will lead you
around Secwepemc territory while sharing
teachings about our Shuswap traditional

landmarks and Secwepemc history. Walking tours
may be held in various locations depending on

the needs of the group. Our most popular walks
cover easy, relatively level walking trails. 

 
Time: 60 minutes

 
Cost: Ages 13+ - $35, Ages 6-12 - $15, Ages 5 &

Under - Free

Storytelling Experience in onsite 
Kekuli (Winter Home)

 
Imagine what it would feel like to live in a "kekuli"

or pit house, the traditional winter home of the
Secwepemc people. Listen to stories of how our
people lived before Europeans arrived up to the

modern day. 
 

Time: 60 minutes
 

Cost: Ages 13+ - $35, Ages 6-12 - $20, Ages 5 &
Under - Free

Traditional Smudge Ceremony
 

Experience a complimentary, traditional
smudge ceremony right on Secwepemc

territory. 
 

Smudging is used as a way to create a
cleansing smoke bath that is used to purify

the body, aura, energy, ceremonial/ritual
space or any other space. 

 
Time: 15 Minutes

 
Complimentary For All Guests



Channel Station
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Television Channels

Community Channel
CTV Vancouver
CBC Vancouver
CFJC Kamloops

CBC Prince George
Global Vancouver

ABC (Seattle)
NBC (Seattle)
CBS (Seattle)
FOX (Seattle)
PBS (Seattle)

Knowledge Network
Discovery

CTV News Channel
BBC News

CNN
TSN 1

Sportsnet Pacific
TLC

WPIX
KTLA
WGN
WSBK

Peachtree
CMT

200
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226

 

Channel Station
227
228
229
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

Much Music
YTV

TVA West
Golf

FOX Sports Racing
OLN

National Geographic
Turner Classic Movies

Bravo
History
Space
HGTV

Teletoon
Treehouse

• PLEASE be patient as the television
needs to configure once it has been

turned on
 

• Television channels begin with # 200
 

• For technical support, please call our 
front desk (Dial “0”)

 
Thank You
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Telephone Information
Front Desk dial 0

Room to room dial the room number or call Front Desk for assistance

Using the room telephone press talk button to use handset and speaker

button for hands free dialing instructions

Local Calls 9 + area code + number

Calling Card Number 9 + calling card company toll-free number

Long Distance ( North America ) *Long distance charges will apply

Long distance ( International ) *Long distance charges will apply

Directory Assistance Information

Checking your Voice Mail

Local area code is 250

 

Direct Dial Calls 9 + 1 + area code + number

Operator Assisted Calls 9 + 0

Direct Dial Calls 9 + 011 + country code + city code + number

Operator Assisted Calls 8 + 01 + country code + city code + number

 

Local information within British Columbia 9 + 411

Other North American cities 9 + 1 + area code + 555-1212

 

A blinking light indicates that there is a message.

Press red flashing button or dial 333
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Alarm Clock Information
General Controls:
Top view

ON/OFF – Turn the unit on/off.

Dimmer – Adjust the display brightness

Sleep – Activate sleep function

Set time – Adjust clock time

Set AL 1/Beep/Music/Off/VOL + – Set Wake 1 and select wake source; decrease volume

Set AL 2/Beep/Music/Off/VOL – – Set Wake 2 and select wake source; increase volume

TUNE –/Minute + – Select radio frequencies; adjust minute in clock set mode and wake mode

TUNE +/Hour + – Select radio frequencies; adjust hour in clock set mode and wake mode

SNOOZE – Turn off the wake function momentarily (9 minutes)

Wake Function:
Setting wake time

This unit allows 2 wake times to be set

1. In clock mode, press and hold Set AL 1 once to set WAKE 1.

2. Press Hour + and Minute + to set the wake time.—Press and hold to decrease or increase the

time value quickly

3. To confirm this wake time, press Set AL 1.

4. Follow step 1 to step 3 to set WAKE 2.

Selecting Wake Source:
You may choose radio or alarm as your wake up source.

• In clock mode, press Set AL 1 to select wake source:

• BEEP—Wake 1 by alarm

• MUSIC—Wake 1 by radio (You will wake up to your most recently tuned radio station)

• After setting WAKE 1, press Set AL 2 to select wake source for WAKE 2.

Ways To Turn Off Alarm:
• To silence the wake function momentarily, press SNOOZE. The BEEP or MUSIC wake mode

indicator will be flashing during the snooze period. The alarm or radio will be on again when the

snooze period (9 minutes) is over.

• To turn off the alarm, press ON/OFF. The wake alarm or radio will activate again the next day.

• To disable the wake function completely, press Set AL 1 or Set AL 2 repeatedly until no wake

mode indicator shows on the display.
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Legalities
Extract from R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 206

Limitation of liability for property of guest
3. (1) No innkeeper is liable to make good to a guest loss of or injury to goods or property brought to the inn, except

if the goods or property have been
(a) stolen, lost or injured through the willful act, default or neglect of the innkeeper of the innkeeper’s servant, or
(b) deposited expressly for safe custody with the innkeeper, except that in case of the deposit the innkeeper may
re-quire as a condition of liability that the goods or property be deposited in a box or other receptacle, fastened

and sealed by the person depositing the goods or property.
(2) If the vehicle of a guest has been delivered to the custody of the innkeeper or the innkeepers servant expressly

for stor-age or parking in a place specifically reserved and designated by the innkeeper is that of a bailee for
reward.

Notice of law to be conspicuously posted in rooms of inn
5. (1) Every innkeeper must keep conspicuously posted in the office and public rooms and in every bedroom in the

inn a copy of section 3, printed in plain type.
(2) An innkeeper is entitled to the benefit of section 3 for the goods or property brought to the inn only while the

copies are posted
Expulsion of undesirables

6. (1) In this section, “disturbance” means a disturbance of the peace of an occupant of an inn by fighting,
screaming, shout-ing, singing, or otherwise causing loud noise in the inn.

(2) An innkeeper or an innkeeper’s representative, must request that a person who is causing a disturbance
(a) desist, and

(b) if the person fails to desist or again causes a disturbance,
leave the inn immediately unless the innkeeper or the innkeepers representative believe on reasonable grounds

that there is a risk of harm to the innkeeper or innkeeper’s representative by making this request.
(3) If an innkeeper or an innkeeper’s representative believe on reasonable grounds that there is a risk of harm to

the inn-keeper or innkeepers representative by making the request under subsection (2), the innkeeper or
innkeepers representa-tive must request that a peace officer make the request under that subsection.

(4) A person who fails to comply with a request under subsection (2) commits an offence and is liable on conviction
to a fine of not more that $2 000.

(5) An innkeeper or an innkeepers representative who fails to make a request under subsection (2) or (3), as
applicable, com-mits a n offence and is liable on conviction to a fine of not more that $2 000.

CRIMINAL CODE OF CANADA
FRAUDULENTLY OBTAINING FOOD, BEVERAGE OR ACCOMMODATION/Presumption/Definition of “cheque”

364. (1) Every one who fraudulently obtains food, a beverage or accommodation at any place that is in the business
of providing those things is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.

(2) In proceedings under this section, evidence that an accuse obtained food, a beverage or accommodation at a
place that is in the business of food, a beverage or accommodation at a place that is in the business of providing

those things and did not pay for it and
(a) made a false or fictitious show or pretence of having baggage,

(b) had any false or pretended baggage,
(c) surreptitiously removed or attempted to remove his baggage or any material part of it,

(d) absconded or surreptitiously left the premises,
(e) knowingly made a false statement to obtain credit or time for payment, or

(f) offered a worthless cheque, draft or security in payment for the food, beverage, or accommodation, is in the
absence of any evidence to the contrary, proof of fraud.

(3) In this section, “cheque” includes, in addition to its ordinary meaning, a bill of exchange drawn on any
institution that makes it a business practice to honour bills of exchange or any particular kind thereof drawn on it

by depositors. R..S., c. C-34, s.322; 1994, c. 44, s.23.
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Thank You Note

Kukstsémc (Thank You) for staying with us here at Quaaout
Lodge & Spa at Talking Rock Golf Resort.

 
 

We sincerely hope that you enjoy your stay.
 
 

Please let our staff know if there is anything we can do to
enhance your visit.

 
 

                                                                          -Your Resort Team


